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ABSTRACT 
An operator A of the form 
W)(x) = C ajf(cx+i), whereCaj=l, O<jcl<l, 
1 j 
is considered inp-adic analysis. For sufficiently smooth functionsf, it is shown that Amf converges 
to a constant function, with value say n(f), which in a particular case coincides with the Volken- 
born integral of 5 As in the real case, the asymptotic behaviour of Amf is more precisely described 
by a kind of Euler-Maclaurin expansion in polynomial eigenfunctions of A. This asymptotic ex- 
pansion permits efficient numerical evaluation of A(f) by extrapolation. 
1. AN AVERAGING OPERATOR 
Let K be a complete non-archimedean valued field of characteristic 0. Then 
the valuation ) 1 on K satisfies the strong triangle inequality 
lx+yl I maxtlxl, 1~1). 
Let X be a nonempty compact subset of K without isolated points and let 
d(X) := max{ Ix - y[ : x, y E X} 
denote its diameter. Let B(X) denote the K-Banach space of the bounded 
K-valued functions on X, equipped with the norm 
Hfll, := suPIlf(x)I : x E Xl < 00, 
which also satisfies the strong triangle inequality. 
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We consider a continuous linear operator A on B(X) of the following form 
(N)(x) := jFJ aif(cx +i)7 
where 0 < ]c] < 1, J is a subset of K such that 
V~EX,V’EJ::~+~EX, 
and 
We have by the strong triangle inequality that 
o := IIAII, = ~f$lail). 
In this paper it is shown that the asymptotic behaviour of the iterates A”f for 
sufhciently smooth functions f is described by an asymptotic expansion in 
polynomial eigenfunctions of the operator A. This expansion is a non-archi- 
medean analogue of an expansion for similar operators in real or complex 
analysis (cf. [l, 2,4, 91). 
2. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES 
The asymptotic behaviour of A”f when f is a polynomial relies only on 
algebra and is analogous to the real or complex case. A is represented by a 
triangular matrix with 1, c, . . . , ck as diagonal entries in the invariant space 
spanned by the monomials of degree I k 
rl * . . . fl 
0 c ... * 
[Al Ax ... Axk] =[l x .*. Xk] : : . : . 
i .I 0 (j ..: ck 
Hence, there exists a unique manic polynomial Bk of degree k such that 
A& = Ck&. 
Let D denote the differentiation operator. Then it follows from the relation 
DA = CAD 
that the polynomials l&/k! form an Appell sequence, i.e. 
& 
Dk?= 
&-1 
(k-l)!’ 
Let A be the linear functional on the space of the polynomials such that 
A(&) = 1 ifk=O 0 otherwise. 
Then A is invariant under A, i.e. 
A(&-) = n(f), 
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or, in other words, fl is fixed under the adjoint of A. The expansion of a poly- 
nomial f as a linear combination of the Bk’s is of the form 
f = kgo Wkf > g. 
As this is an expansion off in eigenfunctions of A, we have 
Arnf = 2 CkV(Dkf) $. 
k=O 
In the next section it will be shown that this expansion becomes an asymptotic 
expansion as m + 00 when f is a smooth function. 
With the operator A is associated another operator 
which, algebraically, is similar to A. Observe that the operator associated with 
is again A. The Appell sequence &/k! of polynomial eigenfunctions of is given 
by 
&k(y) := A(@ + y)k). 
Indeed, we have 
=C -kA(A(X + y)k) 
=C -kjk(Y). 
Consider the special case when c = p is a prime number, J is a finite subset of 
the rational number field Q and each aj is rational. Then the asymptotic be- 
haviour of the iterates Amf is, as we shall see in the next section, described by 
an asymptotic expansion in the p-adic number field QP This asymptotic ex- 
pansion is similar and related to the asymptotic expansion for the iterates mg in 
the archimedean field of the real numbers. 
3. THE ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION 
We recall the definition of P-functions on X. 
Definition 1. Let 
V”X:={(Xl,...,X,)EX”:Xi#Xjifi#j}. 
Suppose g(xl , . . . , xn) is a function on V”X. Then the divided difference 
(W(Xl,X2,. . .,X,+1) := 
dXl,X3,. . . ,X,+1)-g(Xz,X3,...,X*+l) 
Xl -X2 
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is defined on V”+ ’ X. A function f : X + K is said to belong to the class C”(X) 
if @*f can be extended to a continuous function on _X”+ l. 
From the relation (cf. [6]) 
{ 
(V’f)(x1,. . . ,&I> = (@=lf )(&, . . . ,a,) 
(1) 
+j$l (Xj-aj)(~"f)(al,...,ajrxj,...,x,) 
it follows that @“- ‘f extends to a continuous function on X” if @“f extends to 
a continuous function on X” + ‘, whence 
CO(X) c . . . c c”-‘(x) c C”(X). 
C”(X) is a K-Banach space equipped with the norm 
II fll, := o~,a,xnIl@~fllm. 
Iff E C”(X), then 
(Pf)(x) = n!(@"f)(x,...,x), 
and D is a continuous linear map from C”(X) to C”- ’ (X) (cf. [6]). 
Theorem 1. A extends to a continuous linear functional on Cq( X), where q is the 
integer such that 
1 
ICI4 I - < ]clq-‘. 
a: 
For allf E Cq(X) we have 
Mf) =4f). 
Theorem 2. Let _A and q be as in Theorem 1. Let s E N and let the linear operator 
R, on Cq + “(X ) be defined as the remainder of the expansion 
(2) f = Igo A(Dif) ; + R,f, 
Then for allf E Cq+‘(X) 
ml~~(~lcl”‘“)-“IIA”R,f jlq+S = 0. 
Corollary 1. Forallsmoothfunctionsf E C”“(X) := nF=‘=, C”(X), wehave the 
asymptotic expansion 
Amf N E c’“A(Djf) $ as m+ca. 
j=O 
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Before proving these theorems we give some lemmas. We extend A to 
bounded multivariate functions g(xt , . . . , xn) on X” as follows 
(&)(x1,... 7 &z) := jFJ ajg(CXl +j,. . .7 C&I +j). 
Then we have 
(3) llk4L 5 4lh!c 
with 
II& := SUP{&l,. . . ,&)I : (Xl,. . . ,&) E X”) 
Lemma 1. 
@A = CA@. 
Proof. 
(@Ag)(xl,xz,. . . ,x,+1) 
= (&)(xl,x3,...,~n+d - (&)(x2,x3,...,xn+d 
Xl -x2 
= jFJ caj 
g(w +j, cx3 +_I., . . . ,CXn+l +A -g(cx2 +j,cx3 +i,. * .,cxn+l +j) 
(CXl +j) - (cx2 +j) 
= c(APig)(xl,m,. . . ,x,+1). 0 
This lemma implies that A is a continuous linear operator on C”(X) and that 
DA = CAD. 
Lemma 2. Ifg(x) = g(xl, . . . , xn) is continuous on X”, then 
lim sup ~-‘7(Amd(~) - bfW~)I = 0. m-im x,yEX” 
Proof. Am is of the form 
(Amg)(x) = jg am,jg(cmx+j), 
nr 
where 
l%,jl I am. 
Let E > 0. As X” is compact, g is uniformly continuous on X”. Hence, there 
exists a M E N such that 
(ViE{l,... , n} : 1% - Yil 2 ICI”d(x)) * I&f(~) - dY)l I E. 
Then for all m 2 A4 and all x, y E X”, we have 
~-“I(Amd(x) - (Amid( L a--m z”J” Iam, jl lg(Cmx +A - dC”Y +i)l m 
I E, 
since 
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ViE {l,... j n} : /(Cm4 +ji) - (cmyi +ji)l = lCmjlXj - _Yjl 
5 Icl”d(X). 0 
Lemma 3. Suppose f E C”(X), a E X and 
Then (!rlf)(a,...,a) =o. 
II@“-!% 5 d(Wll@“f llas 
Proof. Suppose (xi,. . . ,xn) E X”. Then by (1) 
1(@5”-1f)(xl,... ,&>I = ,$, (Xi-a)(~“f)(a,...,a,Xj,...,Xn) 
5 max [xi - all(@“f )(a,. . . ,a, xj,. . . ,xn)l 
5 &Wnf IL 0 
In the sequel Fi will denote the space of all polynomials of degree 5 n and F 
will denote the space C”(X) ( or, when explicitly stated, its subspace consisting 
of all polynomials). It will be convenient o use a matrix notation. 
The Taylor expansion off E F about a E X furnishes a continuous projec- 
tion PI 
(6 f)(x) := jgO (@if)(a, . . . , a)(x - 4’ 
onto Fl and parallel to 
F2:={f l F:f(a)=(Qf)(a,a)=...=(@“f)(a ,..., a)=O}. 
We represent each f E F as a vector 
f = [;I = [;;;I. 
Then A is represented by a matrix 
Af = [A;’ $;] [;I. 
This matrix is triangular because Fl is invariant under A. Observe that AI,, 
represents the restriction of A to FI and that A 2,~ represents the operator on the 
quotient space F/F, induced by A. We have 
Lemma 4. 
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Proof. Let 
M = max(l,d(X))“. 
Then by Lemma 3, we have for all f E F 
lP2f II, I WQj”~2fllca 
I Mll@‘“f - @“Pl f II,. 
As PI f is a polynomial of degree 5 n, we have by Newton’s expression for the 
interpolation polynomial that its n-th order divided difference is constant and 
equal to its coefficient of x”. Hence, 
IP2f Iln I W@“f - P”fk-4-4ll,. 
Using Lemma I, we thus obtain for all f2 E 4 
II42hl1, = Il~2~mf211, 
By Lemma 2 
I M(IPAy2 - pnAmf2)(a, * * *, a)ll,, 
5 MJJcnm(Am@“f2 - (A”@“fz)(a, . . a, a))lloo 
I M(aJCln)ma-m IIA”@“f2 - (ArnQflf2)(a,. . . , Q)llW. 
,‘lm a-“IIA”cPf2 - (AmPf2)(u,. . . , u)ll, = 0, 
and the result follows. •I 
Proof (of Theorem 1). We specialize n = q. 
First, let F be the space of all polynomials. Then AZ,2 can be represented as 
an infinite triangular matrix with cq+t, c’J+~, . . . as diagonal entries. Hence 
I2 - A2,2, where 12 represents the identity on F2, is invertible. Suppose f2 E F2 
and let gz = (12 - A2,2)-‘f2 E F2. As A is invariant under A, we have 
G2) = Mg2) 
A(& = A(A1,2g2 + &g2) 
A(g2 - &,2g2) = A(At,2g2) 
(4) A(A) = A(A1,2(& - A2,2)-!I9 
For every polynomial f we thus have 
A(f) = 441 fi + 42(12 - A2,2)-‘h). 
Now, let F = P(X). By Lemma 4, we have 
‘Jf2 E F2: J& IlA~2_hllq = 0. 
Hence, for all f2 f F2 the series 
E AYzf2 
m=O 
converges. By a corollary of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem (cf. [8]), 
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F2 + F2 :f2 H E A);f2f2 
m=O 
is a continuous linear operator on F2. This operator is the inverse of the 
operator Z2 - Az,J. Since 
Al,lfi +A1,2(12 - A&f2 E Fl, 
we can now extend A to a continuous linear functional on F by putting 
n(f) := NAl,l fi + A1,2V2 - -42~2)~!h). 
Reversing the argument leading to formula (4) shows that this functional is 
invariant under A. q 
Proof (of Theorem 2). We first show that R, commutes with A. On one hand, 
we have by applying A to both sides of (2) that 
Af = 2 cbl(Dif) ? + ARJ. 
j=o 
On the other hand, replacing f by Af in (2) yields 
Af = 5 A(dADjf) $ + RsAf 
j=O 
= 2 cbl(D’f) $j + RsAf. 
j=O 
Comparing both expressions for Af, we have AR, = R, A. 
Let n = q + s. The matrix representation of R, is then 
R,= [“6’ ‘;i2], 
where RI, I represents the restriction of R, to Fl. We must show that for all 
f E F, the sequence 
(~14n)-“IIAmRsf Iln = k44”)-“IIRsA”f IL 
i (~lcl”)-mmax~IIR~,~A;I1f~II,, 
m-1 
tends to zero. We have 
IIRl,lkZo 47-%24,2f2II,~ 
IIUk + G4);12f211,~ 
II4+,1hlln = ilj=kl cim4Dih) $11 
” 
5 l~l(~+‘)~ s~f2n A(D fi) ; II i’ II . n 
I lCI(S+l)m~ll fl IIn, 
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where 
Hence, the sequence 
(4Cl”YllJk 1 A;f ,h lln = b4Cln>-mll~;rl Rl, 1 h IL 5 WMII fi IL 
tends to zero. By Lemma 4 the sequence 
b44n)-mll@1,2 + Wr;f2hll, 5 Ilk2 + ~211*~~I~ln~-mll~~2f211* 
also tends to zero. The only sequence that still requires our attention is 
This sequence tends to zero because for sufficiently large m, either the factor 
(+_1q--l)l+k--m in (5) becomes arbitrarily small (if k < m/2) or the factor 
(~lcln)-kllA:2f211q+s (ifk 2 m/2). 0 
4. THE VOLKENBORN INTEGRAL AND GENERALISED BERNOULLI 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
Let K = QP, the p-adic number field, X = Z,, the domain of the p-adic in- 
tegers, and 
(Af)(x) = f(P4 +f(px+ 1) +...+f(Px+P- 1) 
P 
The Appell sequence Bk of polynomial eigenfunctions of A is given by 
Bk(x) = cx + ‘{:’ l- xk+l 
and the polynomial eigenfunctions of the operator are the Bernoulli poly- 
nomials. According to Theorem 1, there exists a linear functional A on C 1 (Z,) 
such that for all x E Z, and allf E C1 (Z,) we have 
&p”f)(4 = w-1. 
This linear functional coincides with the Volkenborn integral (cf. [6]), which is 
defined as 
I f(x) dx := lim f(O) +f(1) + . . . +f(prn - 1) 
m--too 
P Pm 
= li$m(Amf)(0). 
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For smooth functions, we have by Corollary 1 the asymptotic expansion 
asm-+co. 
This expansion at x = 0 was derived in [7] for locally analytic functions. For 
such functions it was even shown that for sufficiently large m the expansion 
converges. 
Now consider the more general operator 
(Af)(X)=a,f(pX)+alf(pX+l)+...+a,-lf(pX+p-l), 
with a0 + al + . . . + up- 1 = 1. The linear functional A associated with this 
operator is a distribution on X = Z,, which we will consider on the subsets 
n +p”Z, of Z,. The characteristic functions of these subsets are 
c 1 if x_nmodp” nfJ’mZ~(X) ‘= { 0 otherwise. 
Let no be the remainder of the division of n by p and n’ the quotient, 
n=no+n’p. 
Then we have 
(6) 
Let 
MfW) = GJ(PX + nO>~n~+pm-~zpW. 
n=no+n~p+nzp2+~~~+n,_~pm-1, 
be the p-adic expansion of n. Then, by repeatedly applying formula (6), we have 
(A”(f))(x) = a,,~,, ... ~n,_,f(~mx+n&pb). 
In particular forf(x) = 1, we obtain 
A() = 4Arn) = &I,&, . . . %,+, , 
and forf(x) = xk, 
Let pk be the distribution on Z, defined as 
pk(n +p”Z,) := ii( 
Then we have 
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In the special case when a0 = . . . = up_ 1 = l/p, m reduces to the Haar dis- 
tribution and pk to the k-th Bernoulli distribution on Z, (cf. [3]). 
5. EXTRAPOLATION 
We consider here the numerical evaluation of the linear functional 
Nf ) 
for smooth functionsf that can be evaluated numerically. 
We restrict ourselves to an example as the technique is very similar to the real 
case (cf. [9]). 
Let K = Q3 be the 3-adic number field and X the ‘Cantor set’consisting of all 
3-adic integers whose 3-adic expansion contains only the digits 0 and 2 and not 
the digit 1. Let 
(-4-)(x) = i(f(3x) +f(3x + 2)). 
By Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, there exists a linear functional A on Co(X) such 
that for allf E Co(X) we have 
A(f) = Jim A”f. 
Intuitively A(f) can be interpreted as the mean value off on X. For approx- 
imating the functional A(f) we use the basic quadrature formula 
Q(f) = i(f(O) +f(-1)) 
and the compound quadrature formulas Q(_4”f ). Iff is smooth, we have by 
Corollary 1 the asymptotic expansion 
Wkf 1 
Amf~A(f)+ E 3kmI & asm-+cc 
k=l 
and applying Q to both sides, we obtain the asymptotic expansion 
Q(X’f) N A(f)Q(l) + 5 3k” w Q(Bk) asm+oo. 
k=I 
Many terms in this expansion vanish due to symmetry. Indeed, the operator 
(Sf)(x) :=Y(-x - l), 
commutes with A 
SA = AS. 
Hence, (SBk)(x) = Bk(-x - 1) is also a polynomial eigenfunction of A for the 
eigenvalue 3k, the highest degree term of which is (-l)kxk. By the unicity of the 
Bk, we thus have 
S& = (-l)k&. 
As Q is symmetric w.r.t. S, i.e. Q(Sf ) = Q(f), we have 
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Q(&k+l) = -Q(&k+l) = 0, 
and the asymptotic expansion for the compound quadrature formulas reduces 
to 
Q&k) as m-+co, 
since also Q( 1) = 1. As in Romberg integration [5], the convergence of the se- 
quence of compound quadrature formulas can be accelerated by Richardson 
extrapolation. We therefore construct the Richardson table 
qo,o = Q(f) 
ql,o = Q(M) q1,1 = q’~ol~9940,0 
q2,0 = Q(A2f) q2,, = q2~01;;1~o q2,2 = q2,:~;;~J 
q3,0 = Q(A3j-) q3,1 = q3~ol~~o q3,2 = q3>;I;F,l q3,3 = q3,21_;~2 
SO that qm,j admits an asymptotic expansion of the form 
%,j - A(f) + $? gkmck,j asm-,oo. 
k=j+ 1 
For the smooth function 
on X, we get from the numerical values in the extrapolation table that the 
3-adic expansion of A(f) probably ends as follows 
A(f) = . . . 0010222220222200110021, 
and that the number of correct digits for the approximations in the extrapola- 
tion table is 
3 
5 7 
7 11 14 
9 15 20 21 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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